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Abstract

The description of the dynamics of an electron in an external electromagnetic field of arbitrary

intensity is one of the most fundamental outstanding problems in electrodynamics. Remarkably,

to date there is no unanimously accepted theoretical solution for ultra-high intensities and little

or no experimental data. The basic challenge is the inclusion of the self-interaction of the electron

with the field emitted by the electron itself – the so-called radiation reaction force. We report here

on the experimental evidence of strong radiation reaction, in an all-optical experiment, during the

propagation of highly relativistic electrons (maximum energy exceeding 2 GeV) through the field

of an ultra-intense laser (peak intensity of 4× 1020 W/cm2). In their own rest frame, the highest

energy electrons experience an electric field as high as one quarter of the critical field of quantum

electrodynamics and are seen to lose up to 30% of their kinetic energy during the propagation

through the laser field. The experimental data show signatures of quantum effects in the electron

dynamics in the external laser field, potentially showing departures from the constant cross field

approximation.
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I. INTRODUCTION28

In the realm of classical electrodynamics, the problem of radiation reaction (RR) is sat-29

isfactorily described by the Landau-Lifshitz (LL) equation [1], which has been theoretically30

demonstrated to be the self-consistent classical equation of motion for a charged particle31

[1, 2]. However, when the electron experiences extremely intense fields the LL equation32

may no longer be assumed valid [3]. A full quantum description is thus required and this is33

currently the subject of active theoretical research (see, for instance, Refs. [3–10]). Purely34

quantum effects can be triggered in these conditions, including the stochastic nature of pho-35

ton emission [5, 6], a hard cut-off in the maximum energy of the emitted photons [9], and36

pair production [10]. Besides the intrinsic fundamental interest in investigating this regime37

in laboratory experiments, RR is often invoked to explain the radiative properties of pow-38

erful astrophysical objects, such as pulsars and quasars [11, 12]. A detailed characterisation39

of RR is also important for a correct description of high-field experiments using the next40

generation of multi-petawatt laser facilities, such as the Extreme Light Infrastructure [13],41

Apollon [14], Vulcan 20PW [15], and XCELS [16] where focussed intensities exceeding 102342

W/cm2 are expected.43

The LL equation is obtained assuming that the electromagnetic field in the rest frame44

of the electron is much smaller than the classical critical field F0 = 4πǫ0m
2
ec

4/e3 ≈ 1.8 ×45

1020 V/m [1] and constant over distances of the order of the classical electron radius r0 =46

e2/4πǫ0mec
2 ≈ 2.8 × 10−15 m. These conditions are automatically satisfied in classical47

electrodynamics since quantum effects are negligible as long as the rest frame fields are48

much smaller than the critical field of Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) Fcr = αF0 ≈49

1.3 × 1018 V/m ≪ F0 [9] and remain constant over distances of the order of the reduced50

Compton wavelength λC = r0/α ≈ 3.9 × 10−13 m ≫ r0 (α ≈ 1/137 is the fine structure51

constant). An electric field with amplitude of the order of the critical field Fcr is able to52

impart an energy of the order of mc2 to an electron over a length of the order of λC . If the53

amplitude of the laser field in the rest frame of the electron is of the order of Fcr, the quantum54

recoil undergone by the electron when it emits a photon is thus not negligible [10]. Also, if55

the laser wavelength in the rest frame of the electron is of the order of λC , then already the56

absorption of a single laser photon would impart to the electron a recoil comparable with57

its rest energy. Even for GeV electrons with Lorentz factor γe & 2000, the micron-scale58
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wavelength of typical high-power laser systems (λL ≈ 0.8 − 1µm) implies that the only59

relevant condition on classicality is on the laser field amplitude FL, which, for a plane wave,60

can be expressed by stating that the quantum parameter χ ≈ (1− cos θ)γeFL/Fcr has to be61

much smaller than unity. Here θ is the angle between the laser propagation direction and the62

electron momentum in the laboratory frame. Thus the validity of the LL approach can be63

expected to break down when quantum effects on the electron’s motion become important,64

i.e., when χ becomes a sizeable fraction of unity. In the intense fields that can be created65

by modern-day lasers, one must also account for the possibility of multiple laser-photons66

being absorbed and resulting in the emission of a single high-energy photon by the electron.67

For each photon formation length the number of absorbed photons per electron is of the68

order of the laser dimensionless amplitude a0 = eFLλL/2πmec
2 [10]. Available lasers can69

now easily reach a0 ≫ 1, thus allowing for experimental investigations of this strong-field70

quantum regime.71

The multi-GeV electrons available at accelerator laboratories world-wide would provide72

an excellent basis for RR studies in the non-linear and quantum regime, but are rarely73

available concurrently with ultra-intense lasers. The development of compact laser-driven74

wakefield accelerators (LWFA) [17] provides a well-suited alternative, since it allows GeV75

electron beams to be generated directly at high power laser laboratories capable of achieving76

field strengths of a0 ≫ 1 [18–20]. The plausibility of such an experimental approach is evi-77

denced by the observation of non-linearities in Compton scattering in previous experimental78

campaigns [21–23], motivating the study reported here.79

To date, only one laser-based experimental campaign has reached a sizeable fraction80

of the Schwinger field in the rest frame of an electron (χ ≈ 0.2) [24, 25]. Whilst these81

experiments gave evidence of non-linearities in Compton scattering [24] and generation of82

electron-positron pairs [25], no measurements were performed to directly assess the level of83

RR in the spectrum of the scattered electron beam. Moreover, despite the high field achieved84

in the electron rest frame, the relatively low intensity of the scattering laser (a0 ≈ 0.3 −85

0.4) implies that single photon absorption was the dominant absorption mechanism in the86

electron dynamics in the field. In other words, non-linearities only occurred perturbatively;87

the relative strength of the emission of the nth harmonic scales as a2n0 , implying that non-88

linear Compton scattering was strongly suppressed. In our experimental configuration, a89

much higher laser intensity (a0 ≃ 10) allowed a strongly non-linear regime of RR to be90
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accessed (i.e., multi-photon absorption even within a single photon formation length).91

We report here on substantial energy loss (up to 30%) experienced by a laser-driven92

multi-GeV electron beam (maximum Lorentz factor γe > 4 × 103) [26] during its propa-93

gation through the focus of a high-intensity laser (dimensionless amplitude a0 ≈ 10). A94

stable regime of laser-driven electron acceleration, obtained using gas-cell targets, allowed95

us to directly compare the spectrum of the electrons before and after the interaction with96

the laser. This provides a detailed test of different models of radiation reaction in an elec-97

tric field that is a sizeable fraction (up to 25%) of the Schwinger field, distinguishing these98

results from others recently published in the literature [27]. Best agreement with the exper-99

imental data is found for a semi-classical model that weights the LL equation with the ratio100

between the quantum and classical synchrotron emission spectrum (coefficient of determina-101

tion R2 = 96%, against R2 = 87% for the LL), indicating the emergence of quantum effects102

in the electron dynamics. A residual mismatch between the semi-classical model and the ex-103

perimental data at low energies could be explained by a potential departure from the realm104

of validity of the constant-cross-field-approximation (CCFA), an approximation commonly105

used in modelling the quantum emission of an electron in an external electromagnetic field.106

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP107

The experimental set-up is shown schematically in Fig. 1a. One of the twin laser beams108

of the Astra Gemini laser system (Driver Laser in Fig. 1a), was focussed at the entrance of a109

helium-filled gas-cell in order to accelerate a multi-GeV electron beam, via the laser wakefield110

acceleration mechanism [17, 26]. The gas-cell was operated at a backing pressure of 60 mbar111

that, once fully ionised, corresponds to an electron density of 2× 1018 cm−3. The laser with112

a pulse duration of (42± 3) fs was focussed using an f/40 spherical mirror down to a focal113

spot with Full-Width-Half-Maxima (FWHM), along the two axis, of σx = (59± 2) µm and114

σy = (67± 2) µm containing 9 J (normalised intensity of a0 ≈ 1.7).115

The laser-driven wakefields in the plasma accelerated the electron beam in the blow-116

out regime [17], producing stable beams with a broad energy spectrum exceeding 2 GeV117

(γe ≈ 4×103) [26]. The electron spectra were recorded by a magnetic spectrometer consisting118

of a 15 cm long dipole magnet with a peak magnetic field of 1.0T and a LANEX scintillator119

screen placed 2m away from the gas-cell. The minimum electron energy recorded on the120
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LANEX screen in this configuration was 350 MeV and its energy resolution is of the order121

of δE/E ≈ 5% for an electron energy of 1.5 GeV.122

The electron beam source size can be estimated to be De ≤ 1 µm, as deduced by rescaling123

the size of typical betatron sources in similar conditions [28]. The energy-dependent beam124

divergence was determined by measuring the beam width perpendicular to the direction125

of dispersion on the electron spectrometer screen 2 m downstream from the gas cell. For126

electron energies exceeding 1 GeV, the divergence is measured to be θe = (0.70±0.05) mrad.127

Even though this gives in principle only the divergence along one of the transverse dimensions128

of the beam, the regime of laser-wakefield we are operating in generates accelerating fields129

with a radially symmetric distribution [17]. This in turn results in cylindrically symmetric130

electron beams, as confirmed by our analysis [29]. The detailed energy-dependent divergence131

measured in the experiment was used as in input for the numerical simulations discussed later132

in the article. Measurements of the pointing fluctuation of the laser-driven electron beam133

indicate, as an average over 100 consecutive shots, an approximately Gaussian distribution134

(confidence of 95% from the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test) centred on the laser propagation axis135

with a standard deviation of (3.2± 0.8)mrad [29]. The use of a gas-cell target, instead of a136

gas-jet reported elsewhere [27] for similar experimental conditions, results in better shot-to-137

shot stability in the electron spectrum [30, 31], with the maximum energy of the electrons138

closely related to the energy of the drive laser, as discussed in the next section. Moreover, it139

allowed much higher electron energies to be reached and, therefore, a much higher fraction140

of the Schwinger field in the electron rest frame.141

The second laser beam (Scattering Laser in Fig. 1a) was focused, using an f/2 off-axis142

parabola with a concentric f/7 hole (energy loss of 10%), 1 cm downstream of the exit of the143

gas-cell exactly counter-propagating with respect to the laser-wakefield accelerated electron144

beam. On-shot measurements of the laser temporal profile using a Frequency Resolved Op-145

tical Gating (FROG) device indicate a Gaussian distribution with a duration of (42± 3) fs.146

The energy contained in the laser after compression was measured, for each shot, by inte-147

grating the beam near-field on a camera that was previously absolutely calibrated against148

an energy meter, giving a value of (8.8± 0.7) J. The radial distribution of the laser intensity149

at focus is shown in Fig. 1b. and it arises from an average of ten consecutive measurements150

at low power (spatial resolution of the detector of 0.2 µm/pixel). Independent measurements151

of the intensity profile at low-power and full-power indicate a broadening of the focal spot152
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radius of the order of 10% in the latter case [32]. This effect is taken into account in the153

computed transverse laser field distribution shown in Fig. 1c.154

The scattering and driver laser are linearly polarised along perpendicular axes (horizon-155

tal and vertical, respectively) in order to further reduce risks of back-propagation of the156

lasers in the amplification chains. However, numerical simulations show that the particular157

polarisation axes used in the experiment is virtually irrelevant in determining the energy158

loss experienced by the electrons. Both lasers are generated from the same oscillator and159

synchronised using a spectral interferometry technique discussed in Ref. [33] and already160

used in a similar experimental setup [21]. This system had a temporal resolution of approxi-161

mately 40 fs. Due to the inherent lag of the laser-accelerated electron beam in respect to the162

driver laser, the scattering laser has defocussed for approximately 64 fs before interacting163

with the electrons [17, 26]. At this time delay, the scattering laser has a rather flat profile,164

with a peak a0 of the order of 10 and a full width half maximum of 7 µm (see Fig. 1.c).165

The energy contained in the Compton-generated γ-ray beam was measured using a 5166

cm thick caesium-iodide (CsI) scintillator placed, on-axis, 4m downstream of the electron-167

laser interaction point. The transverse diameter of each scintillation rod is 5mm, implying168

an angular resolution of the order of 1.25 mrad. The energy deposited on the scintillator,169

modelled with FLUKA [34] simulations, is almost linear in the range 10-400 MeV and best170

fitted (R2=95%) by: EDEP = 2.08 × 10−2EINC + 0.68 with EDEP and EINC the deposited171

energy and the energy of the incident photon, respectively.172

III. ELECTRON-LASER OVERLAP AND STABILITY173

One of the main measurables to experimentally assess the amount of RR experienced by174

the electron beam is the change in spectral energy density from a typical reference electron175

spectrum to the spectrum of the scattered electrons. In our experiment, the laser-driven176

electron beams [26] were obtained in a stable regime where their spectral shape was a177

reproducible function of the input laser energy (Fig. 2), unlike results recently reported178

using a gas-jet target [27].179

In Fig. 2.a, we show the correlation between the energy of the laser driving the wakefield180

and the cut-off energy of the accelerated electron beam. The cut-off energy is defined as181

the energy at which the beam spectral intensity falls down to 10% of its peak value. The182
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empty squares depict shots with the scattering laser off with a linear fit represented by the183

dashed blue line. The vast majority of these shots fall within 1σ (68% confidence, darker184

blue band in the figure) with all of them still within a 2σ band (95% confidence, lighter185

blue band in the figure). The colour-coded circles depict instead shots with the scattering186

laser on. The colour of each circle represents the total energy of the photon beam emitted187

via Compton scattering, as recorded by the CsI scintillator, normalised by the total kinetic188

energy in the recorded electron beam (kinetic energy exceeding 350 MeV, lower limit of the189

magnetic spectrometer). As discussed above, the energies of both the driver and scattering190

laser were measured live on each shot, allowing to clearly identify suitable reference shots191

(scattering laser off) for each shot with the scattering laser on.192

The intrinsic shot-to-shot pointing fluctuations of LWFA beams [29] results in a statistical193

fluctuation of the spatial overlap of the laser spot with the electron beam. To discern194

between shots of poor and good overlap we use the energy contained in the Compton γ-ray195

beam generated during the interaction, an established method for this class of experiments196

(see, for instance, Ref. [24]). The total energy emitted via Compton scattering scales as197

Eph ∝
∫

a0γ
2
eNe(a0) da0, with Ne(a0) the number of electrons interacting with a field of198

amplitude a0 [35]. Whilst the CsI detector did not allow for the extraction of the spectral199

distribution of the photon beam, the signal recorded is proportional to the total energy200

contained in the Compton-scattered photon beam, allowing us to discern between shots201

with best overlap (and, therefore, both higher energy loss in the electron beam and high202

photon yield) from those with poorer overlap. This is exemplified in Fig. 3a, where the203

total photon yield recorded on the CsI detector is plotted against the percentage of energy204

loss experienced by the electron beam. The data appear to follow a linear trend, which205

is also reproduced by numerical simulations assuming different transverse misalignments of206

the electron beam in respect to the main axis of the scattering laser. These simulations are207

performed using a semi-classical model of radiation reaction since, as will be discussed in208

the following, this is the model the best reproduces our experimental data. This correlation209

allows us to distinguish between shots with good overlap (labelled c and d in Fig. 3a) from210

shots with poor overlap (such as shot labelled b in Fig. 3a). Indeed, shots with relatively211

low photon yield all fall within the 2σ band (lighter blue band) of the linear dependence212

of the electron beam cut-off energy on the energy of the driver laser. On the other hand,213

the two shots with the brightest photon signal (labelled with d and c in Fig. 2a) both fall214
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outside the 2σ band, implying that the probability of them being just the result of a random215

fluctuation is smaller than 0.2%. This places high confidence that a measurement of a lower216

electron energy is directly related to the occurrence of strong RR.217

In the following we will then focus on three exemplary laser shots: shot labelled as d218

in Fig.2a, a good candidate for best overlap, shot c as a a good candidate for a slight219

misalignment between the scattering laser and the electron beam, and shot b as a good220

candidate for poor overlap and, therefore negligible RR. For each of these shots, we have221

selected the spectra of the primary electron beam whose driver laser energy falls within222

0.5 J (grey bands in Fig. 2a) of that of the shot under interest, as reference spectra. The223

associated spectral densities are plotted in Figs. 2b, 2c, and 2d. For each of these frames,224

the thin red lines represent single shot spectral densities, thick black lines represent the225

average, and the associated bands represent one standard deviation. As one can see, within226

each energy band of the driver laser energy, the electron spectral densities were remarkably227

stable, justifying their use as reference electron spectra for each event with the scattering228

laser on. In the following, our analysis will be based on single-electron spectra normalised by229

dividing the measured spectrum by the overall number of electrons with energy exceeding230

350 MeV, in order to eliminate shot-to-shot fluctuations in the total electron number without231

affecting the spectral shape of the beam.232

IV. ELECTRON ENERGY LOSS: EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS233

We will now focus our attention only on shots where the CsI detector indicates best234

overlap between the high-energy component of the electron beam and the scattering laser235

(shots c and d in Fig. 3a). A comparison between the measured spectral energy density236

of the initial (scattering laser off) and scattered (scattering laser on) electron beam for237

conditions of best overlap (shot d in Fig. 2a) is shown in Fig. 3d. The corresponding single-238

shot spectral energy densities and the associated uncertainties for the reference electron239

beams are shown in Fig. 2d and exhibit a spectral profile that decreases with energy up to240

2 GeV, with a clear spectral peak at approximately 1.2 GeV. The spectral energy density241

of the electrons after the interaction with the scattering laser beam (red line in Fig. 3d)242

not only shows a reduction in the cut-off energy but also a significant change in spectral243

shape, with virtually no electrons with an energy exceeding 1.6 GeV. Moreover, the local244
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maximum in the spectrum is now shifted down to an energy of approximately 1 GeV and245

there is clear accumulation of electrons at lower energies, suggesting a net energy loss for the246

highest energy electrons of the order of 30%. On the other hand, a comparison between the247

scattered and reference electron spectral density for a shot with lower yield (labelled as c in248

Fig. 2.a) clearly evidences a lower amount of energy loss (of the order of 20%, frame 3.c),249

whereas a typical shot with even lower photon yield shows virtually no loss in the electron250

energy (frame 3.b).251

As a first remark, it is interesting to note that the overall electron energy loss, observed252

for conditions of best overlap, is slightly lower than a classical estimate based on the LL253

equation. For our experiment, we can assume a plane wave with a Gaussian temporal field254

profile given by exp(−ϕ2/σ2
ϕ), where ϕ = ωL(t − z/c) is the laser phase, ωL is the laser255

angular frequency, and σϕ = ωLtL/
√
2 log 2. Here tL represents the FWHM of the laser256

intensity. In this case, and assuming γe ≫ a0, the analytical solution of the LL equation257

[36], provides:258

∆γe
γe

≈
√

π/ log 2τ0tLω
2
Lγea

2
0/2

1 +
√

π/ log 2τ0tLω2
Lγea

2
0/2

, (1)

with τ0 = 2r0/3c ≈ 6.3 × 10−24 s, tL = 42 ± 3 fs the laser duration, and ωL = 2.4 × 1015259

rad/s the laser carrier frequency (see also Ref. [37], where there tL corresponds to σϕ/ωL in260

our notation). For γe = 4000 and a0 = 10, the LL equation predicts an energy loss of about261

40%, slightly higher than the experimental findings. We observe that under the present262

experimental conditions (ultra-relativistic electrons with γe ≫ a0 and initially counter-263

propagating with respect to the laser field) it is possible to approximate γe ≈ γe(1−ve,z/c)/2,264

with ve,z ≈ −c being the electron velocity along the propagation direction of the laser field,265

and thus use directly Eqs. (8) and (9) in [36] to estimate the relative energy loss. However, in266

order to provide a more detailed comparison with the different theoretical models of RR, an267

extensive series of simulations were performed assuming different radiation reaction models268

and will be discussed in the next section.269
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V. ELECTRON ENERGY LOSS: COMPARISON WITH THEORY270

A quantitative comparison between the experimental data and different theoretical mod-271

els of RR is shown in Fig. 4. Here, the normalised experimental spectral energy density of272

the scattered electrons in conditions of best overlap are compared with the corresponding273

theoretical curves obtained by simulating the effect of the scattering laser on reference spec-274

tra using different models and both a multi-particle code and a Particle-In-Cell (PIC) code.275

For each frame in the figure, the error bands of the multi-particle code correspond to the276

uncertainties in the reference electron spectra as well as uncertainties in the intensity of the277

scattering laser measured for each shot (∆a0/a0 ≃ 4%).278

The multi-particle code assumes a beam of 107 electrons generated by sampling first from279

the experimental electron beam spectrum and then from the energy-dependent divergence,280

assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and Full Width Half Maximum281

(FWHM) extracted from the experimental data. The electron three dimensional momentum282

was then calculated from the sampled electron energy and from the two sampled divergence283

angles. In order to account for the free electron propagation from the gas-cell, the initial284

transverse electron spatial distribution was obtained assuming ballistic propagation of the285

electrons over 1 cm from a point-like source. The longitudinal distribution of the electron286

beam was assumed to be Gaussian with 12 µm FWHM, i.e. 40 fs duration. The transverse287

laser pulse field profile was instead obtained by fitting the experimental transverse profile288

(see Fig. 1b) with the linear superposition of two Gaussian pulses. Each Gaussian pulse was289

accurately modelled by including terms up to the fifth order in the diffraction angle. The290

resulting peak amplitude of the laser field at the focus was a0 ≈ 22.5 with approximately291

2.5 µm FWHM of the transverse intensity profile. The laser pulse temporal profile was292

Gaussian with 42 fs duration FMHM of the laser pulse intensity. Since the accelerated293

electrons lag behind the laser pulse, the head-on collision between the peak of the scattering294

laser and the peak of the electron beam was set to occur 64 fs after the scattering laser295

pulse reached the focus. This results in both a reduction of the maximal laser field at the296

interaction from a0 ≈ 22.5 to a0 ≈ 10, and into an increased diameter (FWHM of the297

intensity) from 2.5 µm to about 6.9 µm (see Fig. 1.c).298

These simulations were performed assuming different models, associated with different299

degrees of approximation in modelling RR. A perturbative method (PT, shown in Fig. 4a),300
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the Landau-Lifshitz equation (LL, shown in Fig. 4b), a semi-classical model (SC, shown in301

Fig. 4c), and a quantum electro-dynamic model (QED, shown in Fig. 4d). A discussion of302

the results predicted by each model is given below.303

The PT is routinely used for modelling particle acceleration and transport in synchrotrons304

[38]. In this case, the electron trajectory in the field is calculated classically using the305

Lorentz force and the corresponding emitted energy is calculated assuming the relativistic306

Larmor formula. In this model, the electron energy loss is only accounted for by subtracting307

the total energy emitted by each electron after the propagation in the field. This model308

effectively ignores radiation-radiation effects during the propagation of the electron inside309

the beam. The model significantly fails in reproducing the experimental data for energies310

approximately below 1.4 GeV as it greatly overestimates the energy loss. This is to be311

expected, since this model does not account for the continuous energy loss by the electron312

due to radiation throughout the electron propagation in the laser field and therefore predicts313

a higher emission of radiation.314

The predictions of the LL model are shown in Fig. 4b. It must be noted here that we315

neglect the term in the equation containing the derivatives of the electromagnetic field [39],316

since it is negligibly small in our experimental regime and it averages out to zero for a317

plane-wave pulse [36]. The LL equation is able to reproduce the experimental data more318

closely, if compared to the PT model, resulting in an overall coefficient of determination319

R2 = 87%. However, this model appears to over-estimate the energy loss experienced by320

the electron beam. Even though the experimental data does not allow us to draw a definite321

conclusion in this regard, a slight overestimate of the energy loss is to be expected due322

to the non-negligible value of the quantum parameter χ in this experiment since, strictly323

speaking, the LL is valid only under the assumption of χ ≪ 1. For non-negligible χ, the LL324

overestimates the energy loss experienced by the electrons, which results in a spectral peak325

that is significantly down-shifted if compared with that of the experimental data (0.78±0.05326

GeV against 0.96 GeV in the experiment). This is because the LL is a purely classical model,327

with no upper bound in the frequency of the emitted radiation and with continuous emission.328

In reality, each electron cannot emit a photon with an energy exceeding its kinetic energy,329

effectively introducing a sharp cut-off in the spectrum of the emitted radiation [10]. This330

cut-off reduces the total amount of radiation that each electron can emit, thus resulting in331

a lower energy loss.332
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This effect of a hard quantum cut-off can be phenomenologically included by multiplying333

the radiation reaction force in the LL equation by a “weighting” function g(χ) = IQ/IC [40],334

where IQ is the quantum radiation intensity:335

IQ =
e2m2

e

3
√
3π~2

∫

∞

0

u(4u2 + 5u+ 4)

(1 + u)4
K2/3

(

2u

3χ

)

du (2)

and IC = 2e2m2
eχ

2/3~2 is the classical radiation intensity (see Eqs. (4.50) and (4.52) in336

Ref. [41]). In our simulations, the following interpolation formula is employed:337

g(χ) ≈
1

[1 + 4.8(1 + χ) ln(1 + 1.7χ) + 2.44χ2]2/3
(3)

which approximates the function g(χ) with accuracy better than 2% for arbitrary χ (see338

Eqs. (4.57) in Ref. [41]). With this weighting function, the known classical overestimate339

of the total emitted energy with respect to the more accurate quantum expression is then340

avoided. However, in this “semi-classical” model the emission of radiation is still included341

as a “classical” continuous process, i.e., the quantum stochastic nature of photon emission342

is ignored. Moreover, we point out that the used expression of IQ is derived within the343

so-called local-constant-crossed field approximation, as described in more detail below. A344

comparison between the predictions of this model and the experimental results is shown in345

Fig. 4c. This semi-classical model is able to closely reproduce the experimental data, with346

an overall coefficient of determination R2 = 96%. Indeed, there is agreement for almost347

all energies, with only a slight deviation around the spectral peak, that is located by the348

SC model at 0.90± 0.03 GeV and it corresponds to 0.96 GeV in the experiment. However,349

deviations from the SC model are almost all within 1σ, and all well within the 2σ level. This350

agreement is significantly better than the one obtained assuming a purely classical model351

based on the LL (R2 = 87%). This improved agreement of the semi-classical LL model352

compared to the unmodified LL provides a preliminary indication of the onset of quantum353

effects under the conditions of the experiment.354

Finally, a comparison between the experimentally measured spectrum of the scattered355

electrons and numerical calculations based on a multi-particle QED code (green curve) is356

shown in Fig. 4d. In this model, the stochastic photon emission was calculated for arbitrary357

electron and photon energies, under the constant-cross-field-approximation. Each electron358
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was propagated according to the Lorentz equation between two consecutive photon emission359

events [42]. This model is, within the uncertainties of the experiment, able to reproduce the360

general features of the experimental data. However, there still is a non-negligible mismatch,361

especially in the shape of the spectral energy density. This mismatch results in a coefficient362

of determination that is slightly lower (R2 = 92%) than the semiclassical case.363

In order to rule out collective effects in the electron beam as a possible source for this364

mismatch, 3-dimensional PIC simulations using the code EPOCH [43] have also been carried365

out. For these simulations, the laser and electron bunch simulated were the same as in the366

multi-particle simulations. The spatial domain extended over 78.7 µm in the direction of367

laser propagation (discretised over 1020 cells) and 40 µm in each of the transverse directions368

(discretised over 920 cells). The collision between the laser pulse and electron bunch occurred369

64 fs after the laser pulse reached focus. The electron bunch was represented by 1.5 × 107370

macro-particles using third-order particle weighting. The data required to reproduce the371

PIC simulation results is available in Ref. [44]. Indeed, the PIC and the multi-particle372

QED model yield very similar results confirming that collective effects are negligible in our373

experimental conditions (see Fig. 4.d).374

A possible explanation of this residual mismatch shown by the SC and QED models is375

a limited validity of the constant-cross-field-approximation (CCFA) for our experimental376

parameters. This approximation is used to calculate the function g(χ) in the SC model and377

the probabilities of photon emission in the QED model. The main assumption is that the378

photon emission is instantaneous or, equivalently, that the formation time of each emitted379

photon is much smaller than the time where the laser field changes significantly. This allows380

one to assume a static electromagnetic field during the photon formation process. In order381

for the CCFA to be valid, we then need that the typical temporal variation of the laser field382

is much longer than the photon formation time, a reasonable assumption for ultra-intense383

fields (dimensionless laser amplitude a0 greatly exceeding 1). However, this condition is384

not necessarily met in our experimental conditions where a peak dimensionless amplitude385

of a0 ≃ 10 was reached. The coherence time τCOH of the photon in an electric field of386

magnitude FL can be estimated as [10]:387

τCOH ∼
Fcr

FL

~

mc2
=

1

a0ωL

, (4)
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where ωL is the laser frequency. On the other hand the typical temporal variation of the388

laser electric field is of the order of a quarter of the laser period, i.e., the time it takes the389

laser electric field to go from zero to its peak value: τLASER ≃ 0.6 fs.390

Due to the Gaussian temporal profile of the laser intensity, the electron experiences an391

increasing intensity during its transit through the laser field, resulting in photon formation392

lengths that are a significant fraction of the typical timescale over which the electric field393

oscillates. This fractions are of the same order as 1/a0, which is not negligible through the394

laser envelope in our experiment. The CCFA used to obtain radiation reaction in the SC395

model might then not be strictly valid in our experiment. Indeed, assuming the CCFA for396

a temporally varying electromagnetic field results in overestimating the energy loss of the397

electron beam [45], as confirmed by the lower electron energy predicted by the SC when398

compared with our experimental data. This mismatch is even larger if a QED model based399

on stochastic photon emission is considered since, in this case, also the photon emission400

probability relies on the CCFA. In this respect, our experiment suggests that stochasticity401

effects, which are included in the quantum model but not in the semi-classical model, are402

less important than effects beyond the CCFA. These preliminary results motivate study of403

high-field quantum electrodynamics beyond the CCFA, an area of theoretical research that404

has only recently started to be investigated (see, for instance, [45, 46]).405

We have performed a series of simulations, assuming a semi-classical model of RR, in406

order to check whether a weaker electron energy loss might be attributed to an unaccounted407

slight transverse misalignment between the electron beam momenta and the direction of408

propagation of the scattering laser. As an example, a shot with a weaker energy loss (labelled409

with c in Fig. 2.a) is well reproduced by the semi-classical calculations if an impact parameter410

of 5 µm is assumed (see Supplementary Material). However, a full parametric study of the411

transverse misalignment has not been able to compensate the residual mismatch between412

theoretical models and experimental data shown in Fig. 4.413

As a concluding remark, we must further emphasize that additional potential sources of414

mismatch might be identified in an incomplete knowledge of the local properties of the laser415

field, such as its phase content and longitudinal distribution of its intensity. For precise416

QED testing, these are quantities that must be accurately determined in the focus of a high417

intensity laser, an extremely challenging task currently subject of active research towards418

the construction of the next generation of ultra-high intensity laser facilities.419
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK420

In conclusion, we report on the experimental detection of strong radiation reaction in an421

all-optical experiment. The experimental data give clear evidence of significant energy loss422

(> 30%) of ultra-relativistic electrons during their interaction with an ultra-intense laser423

field. In their own rest frame, the highest energy electrons experience an electric field as424

high as one quarter of the critical field of quantum electrodynamics. The experimental data425

is best theoretically modelled by taking into account radiation reaction occurring during426

the propagation of the electrons through the laser field, and best agreement is found for427

the semi-classical correction of the Landau-Lifshitz equation. The experiment provides a428

preliminary indication of the limited validity of the constant-cross-field-approximation for429

our experimental parameters. In order to precisely determine these effects in this class430

of experiments, several routes can be followed, including fine characterisation of the local431

properties of the laser fields, improved spectral and pointing stability of the electron beam,432

and narrower energy spectra of the primary electron beam.433
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Figure 1. Experimental setup: a. Schematic of the experimental setup (not in scale): details

in the text. b. Typical measured spatial distribution of the intensity in focus of the Scattering

Laser beam. c. Computed transverse distribution of the normalised laser field amplitude of the

Scattering laser at the overlap point as a function of time.
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Figure 2. Reference Electron Spectra: a. Cut-off energy of the electron beam for shots with

the Scattering laser off (reference shots, empty squares) and on (colour-coded circles). The dashed

blue line represents a linear fit (R2 = 0.85) for the reference shots with the lighter and darker

blue bands representing regions of 95% and 68% confidence respectively. The circles are coloured

according to the recorded total energy of the emitted photon beam normalised to the total kinetic

energy in the electron beam (colorbar on the right, arbitrary units). The shots analysed in the

manuscript showing strong (d), weak (c) and negligible (b) radiation reaction are also labelled.

The grey bands represents regions from where the reference shots for each of the analysed shots

have been selected. b. Initial electron spectra (Scattering laser off) for a laser energy between 14.2

and 15.7 J. c. Initial electron spectra (Scattering laser off) for a laser energy between 12.9 and

13.9 J. d. Initial electron spectra (Scattering laser off) for a laser energy between 12.1 and 13.1

J. In frames b.-d., thin red lines represent single shots, thick black lines represent an average, and

the associated bands represent one standard deviation.
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Figure 3. Radiation Reaction Data: a. Measured integrated γ-beam photon energy (normalised

to the total kinetic energy in the un-scattered electron beam) versus amount of radiation friction

experienced by the electron beam. Total friction is estimated by dividing the total kinetic energy

in the scattered electron beam by the total kinetic energy in the related reference shot. b. - d.

Measured electron spectrum after interaction with the scattering laser (thick red line) and related

spectra with the scattering laser off (black thin line) for the three different scenarios shown in

frame a.: poor overlap (frame b.), moderate overlap (frame c.), and best overlap (frame d.)
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Figure 4. Comparison of experimental results with theoretical models for the condi-

tion of best overlap: The experimentally measured electron spectrum without the scattering

laser (black line) and the spectrum of scattered electrons (red line) and a. the theoretical pre-

diction assuming a model only based on the Lorentz force, b. the Landau-Lifshitz equation, c.

a semiclassical model of radiation reaction and d. the quantum model of radiation reaction in a

multi-particle code and in a PIC code (green and blue curves, respectively). In each frame, the

uncertainties associated with the theoretical model arise from assuming the experimental uncer-

tainty in the original electron spectrum, as arising from the energy uncertainty of the magnetic

spectrometer, and shot-to-shot intensity fluctuations of the scattering laser. Details of the models

used are discussed in the text.
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